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Asking a job candidate for current or former wages has
historically been a key part of recruiters’ candidate screening
process. Client organizations have in fact expected recruiters
to collect compensation information from candidates to help
them better understand whether they can afford to recruit
specific executives and/or to calibrate the compensation
targets for a position to market compensation.
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However, as part of broader efforts aimed at closing the pay gap
between men and women, the federal government, as well as
certain states and cities, have introduced measures to restrict
employers (and their search agents) the ability to ask job candidates
about their pay history during the hiring process. The concern that
inspired the new legislation is that by basing future salaries on
previous wages, employers may unintentionally perpetuate the
earnings divide between men and women. According to a 2016
study conducted by the Census Bureau, women earn about 80
cents for every dollar earned by men.1 Theoretically, by eliminating
salary disclosure during the screening and interviewing process, the
emphasis will be on the value of a position rather than the value of
an individual based on their prior earnings. Thus, women should
realize parity in pay with men. In this paper, David Nosal and Paula
Elmore, Managing Partners at NGS Global, provide an overview of
the current status of this legislation across the U.S., what employers
and recruiters can or cannot ask candidates; what sanctions apply
if employers fail to comply with the rules; and finally, what can
recruiters do to prepare for the challenges the restrictions will pose.

GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES
There is an accelerating number of jurisdictions nationally that have
already had laws enacted or proposed. As depicted in Chart 1, the
states which have already enacted the restriction on salary history
are: Oregon (already in effect), Delaware (took effect December
2017), California (takes effect January 2018), Massachusetts (takes
effect July 2018), and New York (state agencies only and already in
effect). Additionally, cities such as New York City (already in effect),
New Orleans (city agencies only and already in effect), Pittsburgh
(city agencies only and already in effect) and Philadelphia (on hold
due to pending lawsuit) have also passed measures to prohibit
the questioning of prior compensation during a job interview.
A multitude of states (approximately 20) and the United States
Congress, have introduced bills in legislature which are awaiting
approval. Thus, just under half of the United States have pushed
towards this movement.

Chart 1: Trending Legislation Banning the Inquiry of Past Compensation

Source data as of December 2017
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U.S. Census Bureau. (2016). Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic (ASEC) Supplement: Table PINC-05: Work Experience in 2015 – People 15 Years Old and Over by Total
Money Earnings in 2015, Age, Race, Hispanic Origin, Sex, and Disability Status. Retrieved 30 October 2017, from https://www.census.gov/data/tables/timeseries/demo/income-poverty/cps-pinc/
pinc-05.html (Unpublished calculation based on the median annual pay for all women and men who worked full time, year-round in 2015).
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Efforts to prohibit asking about compensation history are likely to
have nationwide implications:
•

The issues of pay transparency and equal pay are becoming a
more frequent topic of discussion in the workplace.

•

With remote working arrangements increasingly common,
employers/recruiters and candidates located in separate states
are more likely to be involved in situations where the ban
applies in one state but not the other.

•

As more candidates learn about the laws and congressional
efforts to enact nationwide legislation, they may feel
empowered to decline to answer salary-related questions
when interviewing.

STIPULATIONS OF THE BAN
As additional states and municipalities pass legislation, each will
have its own twist and nuance to the restriction; however, relative
to asking candidates about prior compensation, the constraints
employers face are quite similar:
•

Employers are blocked from asking candidates about
compensation history in interviews, applications, as well as
from their current or former employer. Screening of applicants
based on past salary is also prohibited.

•

If an employer inadvertently learns a candidate’s salary history,
it may not be used for the basis of an offer.

•

If the law is in effect for states or cities where interviews and
conversations take place for both candidate and interviewer,
as well as where the position is located, the question of past
compensation may not be asked.

•

Candidates may voluntarily disclose their salary history without
being prompted by interviewer.

•

Employers may ask a candidates what compensation
expectations they have for the position.

•

After an employment offer has been made and compensation
terms have been defined, the law allows for confirmation of
past salary.
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If reported by candidates, sanctions for employers unintentionally
or willfully violating asking job candidates for past compensation
range from fines as high as $250,000, mandated training or possible
jail time.2 States and cities individually have their own jurisdiction,
but all require fines be levied as high as $250,000. There typically is
a grace period for employers after the law has taken effect before
enforcement begins. For example, civil actions are not permitted
against employers in Oregon until January 2024.

IS THE ABSENCE OF PAST COMPENSATION A SOLUTION OR A
NON-FACTOR TO THE GENDER WAGE GAP?
There are different schools of thought on whether these measures
will reduce the wage gap between men and women. The belief
is that eliminating the question of salary history during the
hiring process will be a positive obstacle in the cycle of gender
discrimination, low pay, and low raises which compound over a
woman’s career. Employers and job candidates can engage in robust
salary negotiations focused on the candidate’s qualifications and
the requirements for the job. With no access to past compensation
information, employers have an opportunity to move toward a
broader approach to hiring. With no information from candidates
until after an offer has been accepted, recruiters can, in theory,
focus solely on finding qualified candidates with the right skills,
knowledge and experience, and then base salary on the position.
Albeit, many pundits do not believe the new measures will have
a significant effect on the gender wage gap. An editorial by
Bloomberg cited such legislation as a “gag rule that won’t help
women advance.” It’s “policymaking by anecdote,” the editorial
board wrote, arguing that no studies prove it will help mitigate the
gender pay gap. “There is real danger, on the other hand, that such
a ban could backfire. If employers are legally barred from asking
about salary, they might instead guess at what an applicant earns—
and guess lower if that person is female.”3 Additionally, the industry
has a solid grasp on what the markets are and will typically have
tight compensation ranges so larger salaries may not be realized.
The widely held assumption is revealing your compensation history,
especially if the number is below market value, can negatively
influence the offer made by the employer with whom you’re
interviewing. However, a 2017 study by the Harvard Business
Review revealed that a woman who was asked about her salary
history and refused to disclose, was offered 1.8% less than a woman
who was asked and did disclose. Meanwhile, if a man refused to
disclose when asked about compensation history, he received an
offer that was 1.2% higher than a man who did.4
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An additional negative aspect to the measures is that professionals
feel the ban would place burdens on employers and would not
necessarily address the issue of gender wage disparity. As each state
or municipality has a slightly different take on the laws, navigating
the changing legislation can be problematic for organizations who
operate in multiple states.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EXECUTIVE SEARCH PROCESS
In the face of changing laws and norms around compensation
information, clients, recruiters and candidates alike will need to
find new ways of engaging in a dialogue around compensation. As
highlighted above, client organizations have historically expected
third party recruiters to collect information such as base salary,
target and actual bonus, as well as equity (including grant and
vesting information) from each candidate early in the recruiting
process to help understand whether a candidate falls within
the target compensation range for a position. This data often
helps clients understand whether the compensation targeted
for a position is calibrated to the level of skill and experience the
organization seeks. It has also helped both the candidate and the
client organization understand whether embarking in an interview
process is a worthwhile investment of time for both parties.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
There is not yet sufficient case law to understand all the ambiguities
and nuances of laws restricting questions about compensation
history. It remains to be seen whether legislation banning employers
from asking for compensation history will have any positive impact
in terms of women reaching pay parity with men. On the one
hand, if what’s happening is an unconscious bias from employers
toward women who refuse to answer the question, then not being
able to ask may alleviate some of the gap documented in offers
to female disclosers versus refusers. If, however, the real issue is
around employers filling in the salary blanks differently based on
gender when candidates don’t share their current salary, a ban on
asking for pay history may not get the job done. What is certain is
that employers and their recruiting partners must revamp what has
been a key part of the hiring process and for determining market
rate of compensation for a position.
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PREPARATION AND DEALING WITH CHANGE
Organizations with operations in regions that will be impacted by
the law need to evaluate what measures are necessary to comply
with the new restrictions. Critical to the success of managing the
regulations are:
•

Remove compensation questions from hiring forms, such as
job applications, candidate questionnaires and background
check forms.

•

Update interview and negotiation policies and procedures.

•

Train hiring managers and interviewers on the new provisions.

•

Make interviewers aware that this law has an oral component
which applies to their conversations with candidates via phone
or in-person.
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